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Introduction
Candidates sitting this January series were clearly familiar with the demands of the paper and
generally allocated their time effectively across the five questions. There was a pleasing attempt
to demonstrate knowledge of concepts and theories about English language studied over the AS
course. It was surprising, however, to read a significant number of responses equating formality of
language use with the 'old', and colloquial forms with the 'uneducated'. More successful responses
showed confidence in candidates' own accumulated understanding of their cultural context and
the varied ways people use language to communicate meanings.
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Question 1
Question 1 gives candidates a straightforward opportunity to display their understanding of the key
constituents of language and associated terminology. The extracts chosen are not random, however,
but focus on some stylistically significant features of the genre under scrutiny, so candidates can
reﬂect on the use of these features in later questions. It should be possible for candidates to
achieve full marks on this section, yet this was surprisingly rare. There are no 'trick' questions or
obscure features indicated (by bold font and underlined). They cover a range of levels of language,
often including phonology; graphology; morphology; word class; sentence structure; and also offer
opportunities to comment on semantics, discourse or pragmatics.
Although the markscheme lists expected responses, examiners credit any valid comment. To achieve
full marks in this series, candidates were expected to use these terms with understanding:
a) proper nouns; plural;
b) interrogative; capitalisation for emphasis;
c) imperative; colloquial;
d) adverb; intensifier / pre-modifier;
e) pronoun; 1st person plural / deictic / suggesting collective identity.
Candidates should be reminded that they cannot gain marks for repeating a point across several
examples, eg. 'deixis' / 'context bound'. Terms such as 'monosyllabic' / 'polysyllabic' are applicable to
every example of language use, so would only gain credit if this was a particularly significant feature.
The example given should not be a straight repetition of the underlined feature., eg. 'we' is another
example of the pronoun 'we'.
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Examiner Comments
This example shows a candidate who scores just under half marks, able
to identify some word classes (noun) and sentence functions (question),
but making the common confusion between an adjective and an adverb.
Section e) was marked leniently, crediting the observation that the use of
‘we’ shapes the tenor.

Examiner Tip
Candidates should have a secure grasp of the key grammatical terminology,
certainly including types of pronouns, interrogative and imperative.
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Question 2
Question 2 was often a high-scoring section of the exam paper. Candidates need to have an
understanding of the factors that inﬂuence language use. Most - but not all - understood the notion
of 'context' or situation, as opposed to the 'text' or use of language. Many employed a framework
of concepts to analyse the significant factors of the situation, commonly the terms: mode, field,
function, tenor. This resulted in fair analysis of the language of product packaging. Candidates should
think in general terms across the three groups of texts. Stronger responses did not work through
a checklist, but focussed on the most significant aspect first, in this case the persuasive function.
Looking back to question 1, candidates might note the use of positive adjectives and adverbs and
direct address in personal pronouns, interrogatives and imperatives used to achieve this function.
The written mode and the field of food were secondary to this, but could be supported by reference
to graphological features and semantic fields. The variety of audiences provided scope for more subtle
comment, with many noting a distinction between the texts in Group A and those in Group B.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate covers significant aspects of context and makes some
reference to the impact on language use. The response met the descriptors
for top band. It is not necessary to refer to specific linguistic theories and
concepts, as AO2 is not assessed in Question 2.

Examiner Tip
For full marks, candidates should be precise about the language use
they choose to quote or refer to. ‘They select only the best cheese’
was followed by a paraphrase of the quotation, rather than the term
‘superlative’. This candidate might have reﬂected on the use of 1st person
pronouns, interrogatives and imperatives highlighted in Question 1, for
example, or the frequent use of specific proper nouns for place names.
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Question 3
Question 3 always focusses on one group of texts, or comparison between two groups. Candidates
should read all the questions before beginning to write, as some began to address the point of
question 3 in their response to the more general question 2. Whereas question 2 asks for analysis of
the common factors of the genre, question 3 begins to explore some variation within the genre. In
this case, it was the use of particularly direct and colloquial techniques in advertising. Candidates can
assume that there is a rationale for the groupings, therefore they should look for common factors,
rather than make isolated comments on individual texts. Most noted a more informal style in these
two texts, with stronger responses able to analyse this in pertinent detail and comment on its effect.
It is not only children who enjoy informality! AO2 is assessed for this question, so candidates should be
able to discuss the uses of informality, humour and direct address, possibly referring to more specific
linguistic concepts, eg. face theory or Joos' levels of formality.
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Examiner Comments
This response immediately focusses on the characteristics shared by the
texts: informality, humour and summarised information. This good general
observation is then developed clearly: first by a thoughtful analysis and
comparison of graphology. The candidate moves on to the level of lexis,
making some fascinating points about semantics in the first advert. Finally
there is a precise grammatical point about the non-standard use of suffix
‘-ly’.

Examiner Tip
As there are 5 marks for AO2, candidates should make sure they use
appropriate linguistic concepts. This may be reference to a specific
theory, such as ‘convergence’ or ‘face’. However, credit is given for wider
conceptual points, in this case the semantic concepts of ‘connotation’
and ‘allusion’ and the comment about the popularisation of forms such as
‘tasselly’ among young adults. The response meets the descriptors for top
band marks at both AO2 and AO3.
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Question 4
This question always includes a 'forensic' element, asking candidates to speculate on an unknown
factor, providing evidence from linguistic clues. It is worth 15 marks, with 10 marks for AO3, so it
is necessary to provide more detailed analysis here than in questions 2 and 3. Candidates should
certainly aim to use the two sides of A4 provided. Most candidates correctly identified the mystery
text as belonging to the Jonathan Crisp brand in Text 4, but those who provided a strong argument
for it belonging to Tyrells Crisps could score equally highly, if the evidence was convincing. AO2
marks were awarded for comments on levels of formality, connotations of 'Britishness', with stronger
responses noting the exaggeration for humorous effect.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate is one of very few aware of the ‘tongue in cheek’ tone of
the brand. Supporting evidence is relevant and there are also comments
eliminating another brand. AO2 marks are top band, but there is not
enough detail for AO3.

Examiner Tip
The candidate could achieve higher marks for AO3 by concentrating in
more detail on the mystery text in comparison with two texts. Reference
to language use is confined to lexical choice. There could be further
comments on sentence structures and / or discourse structure.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate scores highly on AO3, providing a range of analytical
comments to support the comparison of texts. However there is little
conceptual comment, so AO2 is a lower mark.

Examiner Tip
Candidates should target both AOs for Question 4 and attempt to write in
more detail for this question, as it has more marks available.
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Question 5
The majority of candidates focussed on the wording of the question and attempted to make
comparisons in the ways the speakers presented themselves. A few candidates treated Section B in a
similar way to Section A questions, attempting to describe the mode, function, field and tenor of each
text. It was pleasing to see that few candidates used this question as a chance to compare the generic
features of the two modes: spoken and electronic.
Most candidates left enough time to attempt this question, but there was often a lack of detailed
analysis, given the 25 marks for AO3. Responses were generally clearly and accurately expressed,
using some relevant terminology, so marks at AO1 were often higher, proportionally, than those for the
other two AOs. AO2 marks hinged on the quality of comments on presentation of self, with the higher
bands awarded for those who could employ one or two relevant theories and concepts to support their
points.
It was pleasing to see fewer candidates accepting theories without question. Many were tentative
about those of Lakoff, for example. Grice's maxims were commonly oversimplified. Face theory
(attributed to either Goffman or Brown and Levinson) was often referred to, but was widely
misunderstood. The terms 'positive' and 'negative' face seem to be understood as everyday language,
referring to a cheery disposition or the tendency to moan and complain.
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Examiner Comments
This is an example of a succinct response to question 5, making subtle
points comparing the presentation of self. The focus on the task is
immediate, considering a pertinent point about the context of each
interaction: the degree to which it is private or public. This impact of
an observer is discussed in more detail, with reference to two relevant
theories: face and convergence. The concept of prestige forms of language
is also included. The mark for AO2 is securely in the top band.
Support for these points refers to a variety of key constituents: phonology
(glottal stops); discourse (fillers and backchannel behaviour); lexis
(elevated v slang). As all points are relevant, this meets the descriptors for
a high AO3 band.
Although a brief response, the expression is concise, using a range of
linguistic terminology, so achieves full marks for AO1.

Examiner Tip
Candidates need to provide more detailed analysis to meet the top band
descriptos for AO3. Although this response touches on discourse and lexis,
there should be some analysis of grammatical features to meet the top
band descriptors.
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There is a relatively small entry in January. Candidates found the texts accessible, but should not be
tempted into a more relaxed discussion of their effects. Where there was a lack of top band marks,
this was often due to a lack of detailed, precise analysis of the texts. Candidates should ensure that
they can use some key grammatical concepts. Question 1 will always provide a sample of essential
terminology.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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